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Understanding the NWO Strategy
redefininggod.com/understanding-the-nwo-strategy/

On this page, I’ll offer a comprehensive overview of the New World Order’s true nature and the globalist
strategy in building and presenting it to the public. Since this is a rather big subject, I’ll be constructing
this entry in a modular way over time, so check back periodically to see what new material has been
added.

[Mod 1.6 – 21 April 2019: I have added a new section, “Knowing the Heroes and the Goats,” to the
bottom]

The Two NWOs

The key to understanding the globalists’ strategy in implementing the New World Order is to
understand that there are actually two NWOs: a Western-fronted decoy New World Order and a
BRICS-fronted real New World Order. Once you understand how and why the globalists created them
and played them against each other, all of the confusing information floating about the mainstream and
alternative media will start making sense.

1) The Western-fronted DECOY NWO

This evil, menacing NWO is supposedly being constructed by the US and the EU, but it has never really
existed as anything but a media construct. It is much like the fake army of inflatable tanks that Patton
“commanded” prior to the Normandy invasion; there is no real substance to it. It was created as a
propaganda prop to serve as the “dark side” in the play the globalists are putting on for the public. They
even gave it a dark-skinned figurehead for dramatic flair…
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When you listen to the many faux-truthers in the alternative press, it is this decoy NWO to which
they point as they make their fearful predictions in order to create an emotional reaction within
their viewers/readers/listeners. They portray it as an evil Zionist/Nazi/Neocon monster that is
destroying the world and bringing humanity to the brink of World War 3. This is being done so the
public will welcome the real NWO when it makes its move, defeats the decoy, and snatches peace
from the jaws of war.

Another function of the Western decoy is to serve as the scapegoat for all the damage that was done
while the globalists were erecting the real NWO. By blaming the Western NWO for all the evils we’ve
seen for the past 100+ years – and then getting rid of it — they are hoping the real NWO will start with a
clean slate in the public eye.

You will know you’re listening to a controlled-opposition / faux-truther figure talk about the decoy
NWO when he or she uses words with the prefix “uni-“…

…such as “unilateral”…
 

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/evilNWOobama.jpg
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…(source)

…”unipolar”…
 

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/putinunilateral.png
http://www.infowars.com/putin-to-western-elites-play-time-is-over/
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…(source)

…and “unipower”…
 

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/putinunipolar.png
http://www.presstv.com/Detail/2015/02/07/396584/Russia-opposes-unipolar-world-order
https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/pcrunipower.png
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…(source)

Of course, you’ll know they’re talking about the decoy also when they use the terms “Western elite,”
“Nazis,” “Zionists,” and “Neocons” when identifying its builders.

2) The BRICS-fronted REAL NWO
 

The emerging United Nations-based, BRICS-fronted New World Order is the REAL NWO the globalists
have been working towards since the last vestiges of the Old World Order fell after World War 2…

 

 
…(from The Moscow Times)

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-06-20/paul-craig-roberts-washington-impotent-prevent-armageddon
https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/realnwomt.png
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/russia-china-alliance-could-launch-new-world-order/523711.html
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This BRICS-fronted New World Order is nothing more than the old United Nations Complex with a
phony “under new management” sign hanging in front. You will know that a commentator is
talking about this REAL NWO when he or she uses words with the prefix “multi-“…

…such as “multilateral”…
 

 
…(from The Atlantic)

…and “multipolar”…
 

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/atlmulti.png
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2011/09/the-coming-multilateral-world-order/245845/
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…(from RT)

This being said, you don’t have to take my word for all this. Look for yourself. Just visit the websites of the
IMF and the BIS and enter the following words, one-at-a-time, into their search boxes: “multilateral,”
“multipolar,” “unilateral,” and “unipolar.” If you do this and scan through the results you get, you’ll see
scores of internal speeches and papers talking about moving towards a multilateral/multipolar world and
away from a unilateral/unipolar world. You’ll find virtually nothing on their sites that talks about moving
towards a global order ruled by a hegemonic US. That was never the globalists’ real plan.

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/rtmutipolar.png
http://rt.com/op-edge/268693-putin-west-economic-forum-hypocrisy/
http://www.imf.org/external/index.htm
https://www.bis.org/
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To learn more about who the globalists really are and what the Old World Order, Interim World Order, and
New World Order are, continue reading…

An Overview of the Occulted Powers

Lurking behind the “Democratic Facade” (the so-called “democratic” governments that the public sees as
the guiding hands in our world), are the Occulted Powers (OPs). The OPs are a criminal conglomerate of
the local royal families throughout the world who are intermarried and/or interoperating with the global
network of Jewish bankster families. Under this worldwide royal/Jew “elite,” there are a variety of secret
societies (such as the Freemasons) and criminal gangs (such as the Triads) who recruit useful
“commoners” into their conspiracy and run societies at the street level.

As with any large gang of criminals, there is some degree of competition amongst the families as they
compete for power, position and wealth within the syndicate, but they are all united in furthering their
collective control and exploitation of the human race. They are the ones who have been pushing for ever
more centralized control of humanity; they are the “globalists.”

An interesting thing about these OPs is that they have their own system of spirituality, which can most
accurately be called “the Mystery School.” Whether the gang leaders at the very top actually believe in
the spiritual mumbo jumbo of the Mystery School, though, is unclear. There may be some sort of
“spiritual” force feeding them their religion, or they may have simply made it up as a control mechanism
for their underlings. Whether it’s real or made up, though, it plays a central role in everything they do.

With this in mind, have a look at the Masonic art outside of the New Carrollton Federal Building in
Lanham, Maryland…

 

 
…This sculpture depicts the Left Hand Path and the Right Hand Path of the OPs’ occultic spirituality. As
you can see, the Left Hand (which sits on a black base) is pointing over to the open Right Hand (which

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/masonicart.jpg
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sits upon a white base). This reflects the OPs’ practice of using the Left Hand (the “dark side,” which
brings about destruction and chaos) to scare people into the open, welcoming Right Hand (the “light
side,” which brings about construction and order).

If you look upon the world situation now, you can see that the Anglo-American branch of the OPs
are acting as the Left Hand (bringing terror, war, and theft that is destroying the existing world
order and scaring humanity towards something new), and the BRICS branch of the OPs are acting
as the Right Hand (“opposing” the actions of the Anglo-American axis and welcoming humanity
into a “peaceful, fair” new world order that they are constructing). Once you understand this basic
idea of how the Two Hands work together to control the world, everything you see around you starts
making sense.

The Old World Order, the Interim World Order, and the New World Order

In attempting to understand the New World Order (NWO), many people become confused due to the
intentionally misleading definition of the NWO offered by mainstream and alternative propaganda news
sources. Before I go into why the news sources are doing this, though, let’s learn the proper definition of
the NWO straight from the globalists themselves.

In 1961, the globalists published a book titled Prospect for America: The Rockefeller Panel Reports. It
was the (public-version) final report of a Rockefeller-funded study called the Special Studies Project, and
it gives a sanitized, sugar-coated overview of the post-World War II plan to transition from the Old World
Order to the New World Order.

The book offers this definition of the Old World Order…
 

https://redefininggod.com/2014/11/the-rockefeller-plan-for-the-brics-new-world-order-in-their-own-words/
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https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/owo163.jpg
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So the 13 empires that ruled the world before they were brought down by the twin towers (World War I
and World War II) were the Old World Order. And after their collapse, the world entered the period of
chaos that precedes the arrival of the New World Order. This time of chaos has been governed by what
I’ll call the Interim World Order, which is the current Bretton Woods system in which the US has
played a central role due to its post-World War II military power, economic strength, and control of
the global reserve currency. It is important to note that the Interim World Order is NOT the New World
Order; it was designed to last for a finite period of time (long enough to expend America’s power and
wealth to construct the NWO).

Prospect for America also offers the true definition of the New World Order…
 

 
…which is a system of regional institutions operating under the supervision of an “international body of
growing authority.” I’m sure you can imagine which body that is…

 

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/owo164.jpg
https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/nwovision26.jpg
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It is important to note that a United Nations-based New World Order is one that cannot be dominated by
the US. The US is only 1 vote amongst 193 in the General Assembly and only 1 vote amongst 15 in the
Security Council. Any perception of US leadership of the UN has arisen from America’s post-World War II
power and prestige and the temporary role of the US dollar as the world’s primary reserve currency. That
prestige is now gone, and the post-WWII power will be largely gone once the dollar is replaced by a
renamed SDR as the world’s primary reserve currency. For the UN Complex to rise as the central power,
the superpowerful US that emerged from WWII had to be taken down, and Prospect for America was the
blueprint for its downfall.

Getting back to the misleading definition of the NWO offered by globalist propaganda sources, they
attempt to paint the NWO as an effort by the US (and their UK partners in crime) to erect a “unipolar”
empire to control the world. This supposed attempt to build a US/UK-centric “Unipolar New World Order”
has never existed. As Prospect for America states…

 

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/rockun33.jpg
https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/UNNWO35.jpg
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The supposed US-led “Unipolar New World Order” has never been anything but a golem dreamed
up by the globalist propaganda masters to distract people’s attention away from the real NWO.
While people are being programmed to look West for a scary monster that is closing in on them,
the actual NWO is sneaking in from the East looking like a heroic knight in shining armor. And
once it is publicly unveiled, the NWO will look like heaven… at first.

So when you see things in the news like this…

>>> Russian President Vladimir Putin said on Saturday that his country would never accept a
unipolar world.

Noting that there was one “undisputed” unipolar leadership trying to control the current world
and force others to obey, Putin said Russia would never accept such attempts. <<<

…realize it’s just the “knights in shining armor” doing their preparatory public relations work. All of the
BRICS leaders are under firm OP control, as is evidenced by Putin’s open display of the symbols of
Russia’s Romanov “royals”…

 

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/nouni.jpg
https://redefininggod.com/2014/11/the-multilateralmultipolar-new-world-order-will-seem-like-heaven-at-first/
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/vladimir-putin-russian-president-ukraine-crisis-nato/1/417657.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Romanov
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…and Chinese President Xi’s association with his Illuminati handler/promoter, Robert Lawrence Kuhn…

 

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/romsymbol.png
https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/putinsymbols.jpg
https://redefininggod.com/2014/12/meet-robert-lawrence-kuhn-illuminati-handler-of-chinas-leaders/
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The NWO Strategy in Pictures

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/kuhnxibook.jpg
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https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/step1_2.png
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For people to embrace the New World Order, they have to see it as the SOLUTION to their problems, not
the SOURCE of their problems. And in order to get folks to see the it that way, the globalists are having
their Western minions create all kinds of mischief so their Eastern minions can step in and save
everyone. So in…

Step 1: The globalists have released the Western hounds on everyone, and they are mauling us
with theft, oppression and war.

Step 2: They’ve had their faux-truther / controlled-opposition press screaming to everyone that
the hounds are coming after us so we’ll get scared and look for safety.

Step 3: They are having their BRICS minions step up and save us from the hounds. Welcome,
saviors!

And with that, we end up in the NWO. It’s not so hard to understand, is it?

Don’t Get Swept Away by the Coming “Truth Tsunami”

Let’s begin this section by reminding ourselves what a “limited hangout” is…

“spy jargon for a favorite and frequently used gimmick of the clandestine professionals. When their
veil of secrecy is shredded and they can no longer rely on a phony cover story to misinform the
public, they resort to admitting—sometimes even volunteering—some of the truth while still
managing to withhold the key and damaging facts in the case. The public, however, is
usually so intrigued by the new information that it never thinks to pursue the matter further.”

When you think about it, the whole engineered truth movement has been a limited hangout operation.
There have been “insiders” and “whistleblowers” (disinfo agents) coming out from under every rock to tell
us a mixture of truth and falsehood, and the gist of their message is…

“The evil West is out to get us, and Putin and the BRICS are the only ones who can stop them.”

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/step3.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limited_hangout
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So the objective of the limited hangout operation known as the “Truth Movement” is to publicize
facts that make the West look bad and the East look good. And in doing this, they are distracting
people from “the key and damaging” fact that the BRICS are the ones actually bringing in the
NWO.

But you ain’t seen nothin’ yet.

The rising floodwaters of limited hangout truth will give way to a full-on tsunami next year. You will see all
sorts of radical truth-telling, including stunning information about Obama’s background and what really
happened on 9/11. When you see the mainstream media parroting all the explanations the
globalists have been beta testing in the alternative media rabbit hole, you’ll know we’ve reached
the climax point.

Here is something I wrote about their plans back in 2013…
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>>> Let’s begin with the Cliff’s Notes version of the basic three-step process I see them trying to
implement:

Create a PROBLEM – Through social engineering and the power of mass media, they have
created dissatisfaction and dissociation with our old social forms and norms, including the
traditional religions, in order to make us amenable to a new order of things. They’ve also sicced
their dark dogs on us, who’ve been enthusiastically preparing a vast global police state grid, an
economic and military conflagration, and a mass culling of the population.

Generate a REACTION – Through the engineered truth movement, they have advertised the
actions of their dark minions in order to create fear in the population as well as a strong desire for
some escape from what they have planned [here is a prime example]. They’ve also been
disseminating vastly more accurate spiritual information through false-light channelings and New
Age gurus for those weary of the old religions, but have blended in some misleading ideas that will
be useful to them later.

Offer a SOLUTION – They’ll allow their minions to go to the brink (or a bit past the brink) of
unleashing their planned horrors upon the world so people will desperately grasp for any solution.
The solution will then be offered by the BRICS nations in the form of a new precious metals-backed
financial system and by a BRICS-allied “alien” power who will come onto the scene to stop the wars
and address urgent needs. With a timely arrival to save the day, they are expecting the relieved
public to warmly embrace their version of a “love and light” New World Order of (apparent) freedom,
as well as the “aliens” and their “god,” who will pose as Prime Creator/Source (but he/she/it IS
NOT).

With the overview in place, let’s now delve into some of the juicy details of offering the solution…

The dark minions and Homeland Security types who have been preparing the Great Culling and the
global police state genuinely believe they’ll get to slaughter lots of people, and they are
orgasmically licking their chops in anticipation. They kinda remind me of the character “Psycho”
from the movie Stripes…

…“All I know is I finally get to kill somebody”…
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QkJxwWxqZI&t=47s
https://redefininggod.com/2014/10/why-are-the-rockefellers-and-the-jesuits-guiding-the-ufo-disclosure-movement/
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Naturally, it is essential to the overall plan that actors on the lower levels of the power/awareness
pyramid sincerely believe their roles and make concrete preparations for the Culling. The threat
they pose would be unconvincing otherwise. Unfortunately for the planners, though, the general
population is so distracted and drugged-out from other Cabal activities that they’re having a hard
time generating the desired awareness and fear. Unintended consequences are a bi*ch, aren’t
they? Nonetheless, when the economy suddenly grinds to a halt, war actions have begun, and
thugs in armored cars can be seen on the streets, that should provide enough of a wake-up slap to
get the attention of the public.

Once a crescendo of awareness and fear has been reached, that’s when the surprise will come. As
if out of nowhere, military and economic forces will jump into action to bring a dead stop to the
unfolding nightmare. Posing as a benevolent alliance, they will commandeer all media to
broadcast in-depth exposes of all that has been going on behind the scenes in our world.
The public will be both shocked and jubilant to finally hear the truth, and it will wash over
them like a tsunami. Unfortunately, this limited hangout truth tsunami is intended to carry
them away towards an acceptance of the real New World Order. <<<

Speaking of the “love and light” NWO, here is a preview of what to expect: The Multilateral/Multipolar
New World Order will seem like heaven… at first.

So enjoy the big show, but don’t forget that’s what it is.

Knowing the Heroes and the Goats

Here is something important to know about the real New World Order…

The real BRICS-fronted NWO the globalists are bringing into being will be based on Austrian
economics, not Communism. And it will in the beginning appear to be libertarian and respectful of
national sovereignty.

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/psycho.jpg
https://redefininggod.com/2014/11/the-multilateralmultipolar-new-world-order-will-seem-like-heaven-at-first/
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As I point out throughout this blog, the globalists have divided their minions into two teams: the Black
Hats and the White Hats. And they’re having their controlled alt-media paint the Black Hats as people
who are trying to build an evil “Western” NWO. At the same time, they are portraying the White Hats as
people who are trying to stop the evil and build a benevolent BRICS-fronted NWO instead. Needless to
say, the White Hat “heroes” are scripted to win this conflict, and their victory will bring in the real New
World Order the globalists have been planning all along.

That being said, here is a list of Black Hat people and things that will be defeated (on the left) and White
Hat people and things that will triumph (on the right)…

 

Keep in mind that the people and things on both sides of this list work for the same bosses. They’re
simply assigned to play opposing roles on the public stage.

Armed with this list, you can look at any alt-media site and know if it’s controlled or honest by simply
noticing two things:

1) If it portrays the conflict between the “evil” West and “benevolent” East as real (instead of what
it really is: a fake stage play put on for public consumption)

…and…

2) if it bashes the people and things in the left column while promoting the people and things in
the right column

…the site is either globalist-aligned or run by someone who has fallen for their propaganda.

https://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/goatstable1.png

